God
the Bible
science
the universe
the Big Bang
Jesus
earth
women
men
botany
the brain
yin and yang
new age
bone marrow
light
hormones
the seasons
baptism
the stars
yeast
fermentation
figs
flowers
bees
the elements
nuclear fusion
feminine power
the senses
marriage
sex...
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The Concept
God + The Bible + Science + Women

The Concept
Are there hidden
concepts in The Bible
that connect the
world, science, and,
most importantly,
you as a woman?

A Relationship Enrichment Series
Discover a dynamic new way
to relate to God, men, women,
and the world around you, as
we unlock the mystery of how
everything is so beautifully
connected. When we unveil
deeper meanings of the
symbols within the Bible, you’ll
experience passion and
wonderment like never before.

theconcept101.com

Classes
Testimonials
“Within minutes, all of the neurons
in my brain lit up. So many ‘aha!’
moments of familiar scriptures
deeply dissected and tied to
everyday things in life. I got a fire
hydrant blast of spiritual truth.”
-Andrea Mascarinia,
wife/mother/marketing director
“Incredibly vital for women of all
ages, backgrounds, and belief
systems. Nicole’s life-changing
wisdom has revolutionized my
relationship with God, myself, and
all of the people in my life on an
emotional, physical, and spiritual
level.” - Viruna St. John,
wife/mother/TV producer
“Jam packed with amazing
spiritual revelations on many
scientific and biblical topics. Had
a profound paradigm shift in my
spiritual understanding of women
and the power of femininity
in the world.” - Amy Tracy,
pharmaceutical sales

The Concept
God + The Bible + Science + Women

Adam, Who Are You?! Men 101. Understanding
men in a fundamentlaly different way. What
drives them both biologically and spritually.
The Spiritual Seasons of Adam. Learn and
embrace the various stages of life for all the
men in your life, from boys to seniors.
Adam’s Rib.What?! Your amazing womanly
essence and the true power of the feminine,
both biologically and spiritually.
Eve, How Does Your Garden Grow? Learn about
the beautiful, healing concepts of the Garden
of Eden and our spiritual seasons as women.
God. Your Body. The Secret Sacredness of You.
The deepest mysteries in the Bible are revealed
about our biology, intimacy, and God’s most
sacred creation, your body.
Galaxy Girl. How God, Jesus, the Holy Spirit,
and your feminine essence are revealed in
the chemistry of the solar system.
Wisdom. Gotta Love Her. How your brain can
make the most wise decisions to create a sense
of peace and serenity in your life.
Joy and Ecstasy. Communing with God with
all of your senses. The spirituality of sight, touch,
taste, sound, and smell.
Invisible. Quantum faith through quantum physics.
In a world that’s all about becoming visible, learn
about the spiritual power of the invisible, the
science behind prayer, and “quantum Jesus”.

Nicole Bogen
Former Creative Director of
Virgin Entertainment, Art Director
on Lexus, Jim Beam, Air New
Zealand, Canon, and numerous
other accounts.
Nicole takes her 20 years as an
art director/creative director
and applies that visual and
conceptual thinking to the Bible
and science to reveal deeper
hidden spiritual concepts.
Join our invitation list
or book a seminar
for your women’s group:
theconceptseminars@gmail.com

90-min. classes
Optional 30-min. discussion afterwards

theconcept101.com

